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WHAT WILU

This is the beginning, the bare faltering start of the Atamic

Age. If it be an age of war, man will probably destroy himself. But

if it be an age of peace, it can be golden.

Discovery of nuclear energy and how to control it gives man the

means to build or ravage. But since our conviction is that his first

instinct — survival — will prevail, this booklet is concerned with

peacetime prospects in the atomic future.

Government officials, businessmen, scientists and engineers no

longer wonder if nuclear electric power is feasible. Their concern

is how best to make it, how long it will take, how cheap it will be.

Industry, agriculture and medicine no longer view radiation as a

menace but as a vital new tool — in basic research and in day-to-day

operations.

".
. . if the fearful trend of atomic military build-up can

be reversed, this greatest of destructive forces can be

developed into a great boon for the benefit of all mankind.

. . . peaceful power from atomic energy is no dream of the

future. That capability, already proved, is here now —
today."

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower, President of the United States

Before the General Assembhj of the United Nations,

December 8, 1953.

Copyright 1954, Good Reading Rack Service, Inc.



\TOMIC ENERGY DO FOR ME?

The A torn 's Progress

Except as a weapon, the atom still plays a small

role in our daily lives. But much is being done to

direct $13 billion of Federal research and arms-mak-

ing knowhow in useful work — with this progress

:

— The U.S. has under construction an atom power

plant.

— Congress will rewrite the Atomic Energy Act to

make the field profitable for private enterprise.

— Atom-powered planes are planned here, abroad.

— Railroads are watching the atom to see if it can

haul freight more cheaply than diesels.

— Industry is using tracers — radioisotopes — to

research lubricants, materials, processes, etc.;

may later use radiation to control production

lines, sort good coal from bad, spot structural

failures. . . .

— With tracers, agricultural scientists are learning

new facts about plant growth and fertilizer use;

may,icith radiation, develop disease-free plants.

— Radiocobalt is doing a big job against cancer.

— The Army is testing "cold sterilization" of food

by radiation; could replace boiling or freezing.

— The U. S. will soon have its first atomic sub-

marine; is working on a second, faster one.
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Impressive? Yes, but just the beginning. These are the things man
thinks he can do now. But they do not even begin to hint at what

the full impact on the world may finally be. It is the dawn of a new
era.

Already plans for the atom and its isotopes are being laid which

may, in the next 50 years, redraw the economic map of the world.

Work has begun.

A Limitless Supply

Here is a fuel of virtually unlimited supply; that will sell for less

than coal, oil or gas; that costs "nothing" to transport; that is found

on every continent in the world.

Man has found out how to use it; is now working to design low-

cost plants to convert it to power.

Once done, there can be electricity — cheap electric power —
where it was never possible before. Atomic electric stations will not

spring up overnight all over the world. But ultimately men will be

able to build them whenever, wherever they wish . . . and at rea-

sonable costs.

The lack of native fuels will no longer be a barrier. Nations with-

out coal, oil or gas can use uranium. The only cost will be that of the

fuel itself — no costly ocean and overland freight rates.

The Powered Future

No longer will India have to remain starved for the horsepower

that is needed to run factories. Her 400 million people will have a

chance to work, to raise themselves from depths of hopeless poverty.

Australia can have all the power she wants — enough even to irri-



gate the Great Victoria desert. Water, too, can be brought to the

fertile soils of the Sahara, to the dry plains of Southwest Africa.

Arctic snows can be melted. Antarctica's rich mineral deposits can

be exploited. New industrial centers can be built in the wilds of

North Canada.

Holland with no power resources except imported fuels sees

uranium as the cheapest answer yet to future needs.

Britain figures atomic power is her best hope. In fewer than 30

years coal output will not meet her power needs. She plans within

25 years to fill more than half her requirements with nuclear re-

actors.

Brazil thinks atomic power may be the least costl\ — and the

quickest — way for her to unlock her inland jungles.

Atomic power plants may never be made so compact as to fit

under the hood of the famih- car, but 25-50 years from now — when
world oil reserves may have dwindled sharpK', when gasoline sup-

plies have tightened — the atom ma\" supply the energy needed to

convert coal into liquid fuels.

By then the diesel locomotive will be obsolete, a curio like the

steam engine. By then atomic engines will haul the nation's trains,

each unit putting out man\- times the diesel's 1,500 horsepower.

By then, too, the world's navies, merchant fleets will run on

uranium, instead of coal and oil.

The atom's place in the sky still is not clear. It may power

bombers, long range missiles or a few extra-large 'round-the-world

airliners. Too, it may provide man with the vast thrust he needs to

break loose from the earth's gravitational pull — to begin his inevi-

table "conquest of the infinite."



ATOMIC ELECTRIC POWER
ALL ODDS FAVOR DEVELOPMENT of the nuclear furnace as

a major factor in world power production — in the United States, in

20 years; abroad, in 10 years.

Nowhere is there any doubt that fission reactors as a power source

in the manufacture of electricity can be made competitive — first

with oil, gas, coal; finally with water.

But now, estimates of capital and operating costs of both first and

perfected plants vary widely. "We've got to build and operate one

or two first.

"

This the Atomic Energy Commission is doing; has let a contract

to build a 60,000 kilowatt single-purpose plant (power only); may
follow with another order to put up a huge ( 300,000-to-500,000 kw

)

dual-purpose plant (power and plutonium).

The first privately built atom plants will probably be large —
100,000 kw or over — to spread basic costs. But soon after, small

"package" power reactors — 10,000, 25,000 kw — will be practical.

They need be no larger than the engine for the Nautilus — the

world's first atomic submarine.

Atomic power installations may always cost more to build, but

low-cost power will be possible due to (a) inexpensive fuel and

(b) the possible profitable sale of fission by-products. Today's price

of uranium 235 is $9,000 per pound — in energy content, half the

price of coal.

In 40 years atom power production in the U. S. may equal the

total of all power produced last year in the world. An estimate by

the AEC places total power use by them at about six times the pres-

ent totals.

This same forecast figures nuclear plants will have become "con-

ventional" in the U. S. by 1975. This may be pessimistic by 5-to-15

years. For it is more than likely they will have become "conven-

tional" elsewhere in the world by 1960. Watch Britain, Norway,

Canada, Australia, India.

The Resources

With the discovery of nuclear energy we are guaranteed that in



the foreseeable future no one will be short of power because coal-

oil-gas reserves have run out or because no new dam-sites exist. At

100% efficiency one pound of uranium can be made to give up heat

equal to 11.4 million kwh of electric power. AEC estimates world

reserves of recoverable uranium at 25 million tons. The total of this

energy reserve is 23 times greater than the combined known world

resources of crude oil, natural gasoline, shale oil, gas, coal.

THE ATOMIC POWER PLANT

TO BE COMPETITIVE, nuclear plants must be able to sell power

at a price equal to or less than that of the most efficient coal, gas or

oil-fired units.

Atomic power plants differ from conventional power stations in

only four ways — the fuel, the furnace, the boiler and "ash" disposal.

Turbogenerators, their operating temperatures, plant site, buildings

and transmission will remain about as they are.

Nuclear reactors — or atomic piles — in power production are used

to supply heat. They are furnaces which "burn" uranium instead of

coal, oil or gas.

No one has yet built a reactor for the primary purpose of making
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Experimental RCA atomic battery, announced Jan. 26,

1954, which for the first time converts atomic energy
directly into small but usable quantities of electricity.

electricity. The job now is to design a production model — one which

used the most economical materials available; one which can be

"mass-produced" . . . yet safe.

Challenge to Industry

It is a tremendous challenge to inventive genius; a challenge to

the cost-cutting knowhow of every basic industry — for the parts and

pieces that make the "hot" components of an atomic reactor are

many and varied. It is a goal toward which American free enterprise

has only begun to drive.

But the problem is not simple. Take temperature. The hotter the

reactor, the more efficient its power production. Some run very hot.

Cooling is a big, costly problem. One of the AEC's experimental

breeder reactors has a heat center no larger than a football — pro-

duces heat five times faster than a turbojet airplane engine. Heat

removal must be rapid.

Troublemaker number one is radiation — nasty by nature. Not only

does it make other materials radioactive, break down their useful

properties, it often acts like a Buck Rogers disintegrator ray — just

dissolves things. Radioactive materials are tough to handle; often

can only be manipvilated by remote control from behind heavy

shielding.

The danger in radiation or chemical damage lies not only in the
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economics of costly repairs and plant-life, but in the peril of a "boil-

down." A nuclear power plant running wild would not explode, like

an A-bomb, but would rather boil, melt, dissolve the entire installa-

tion with the release of fatal radioactive gases.

Lessons Already Learned

Having to contend with radiation and high temperatures means

that a great many materials and methods, long accepted as stand-

ard by engineers, have to be replaced by new ones not used before.

For example:

1. Construction: Most conventional materials will not stand up under

radiation — not as long as 30-to-50 years anyhow.

2. Fuel Elements: Generally under radiation specially fabricated

uranium metal slugs either fall apart or become poisoned with fission

products before they are fully consumed.

3. Shielding: Mass, bulk — nothing else — blocks radiation. Concrete

is the standard shield, but its density must be increased by adding

special aggregates, such as iron ore.

4. Cooling: The ideal cooling agent is one which (a) tends to be

"immune" to radiation; (b) but once radioactive, does not remain

that way for long; (c) will not eat up the pipes. Some are very costly.

The Hurdles Remaining

Many other hurdles must be cleared before atomic power becomes

commercial. But mostly they are the sort of thing that comes with

practice.

For example:

— Fission by-products cannot just be thrown in the city dump.

They are dangerous. Also, some of them are valuable. In any

case, special disposal procedures are necessary.

— Operating personnel, repairmen. Entirely new skills and tech-

nics are involved. At first each new plant uill have to specially

train its labor force.

— Plant site depends on how safe atomic plants can be made;

whether they need extra large acreage, can be close in to toivn

or must be isolated.
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RADIOISOTOPES FOR EVERYONE

TO MEN WHO ARE HUNGRY AND SICK, radiation may ulti-

mately prove an even greater benefit than the electric power the

atom produces. It also may supply the basis for another industrial

revolution. Its great potential is little realized. Beta particles and

gamma rays are two useful radiations emitted by radioisotopes.

Beta particles can be picked up, "seen" and heard, with a Geiger

counter. Very small amounts can be traced accurately through the

most intricate processes. They are called tracers.

Gamma rays have tremendous energy and can be sharply focused

on very small targets. They have many of the characteristics of

X-rays. Also, they have all the advantages of radium but are infinitely

cheaper and more plentiful.

In Agriculture

Elements emitting beta particles can be traced wherever they go.

Thus, man can tell just how fertilizers help plants; what feeds, vita-

mins do for livestock; how insecticides kill pests; can follow every

move of the pests themselves. There are even plans to irradiate

seeds, make new, perhaps disease-free plants.

/// Medicine

In medicine, beta particles and gamma rays are playing increas-

ingly vital roles in diagnosing and curing illness. For example:

Destroying cancer without hurting healthy tissues nearby; spotting

hidden malignancies, controlling the thyroid, detecting and treating

leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, malignant lymph glands; possibly con-

trolling human trichinosis; speeding study of body functions.

In Industry

In industry, radioisotopes — tracers — are most used now in basic

research following heretofore unknown details of chemical, metal-

lurgical reactions. Later they may be used to cut electroplating costs;

to facilitate chemical process by speeding the breakdown of mole-

cules; to preserve foods and drugs; to accurately measure thickness;

spot structural flaws.
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Heavy beta particle emitters may even enable man to take elec-

tricity directly from the atom, with no intermediary steam generators

needed. Electricity has already been made this way in small amounts.

Portable atomic power packs are possible; much basic research is

still needed.

AGRICULTURE

MEDICINE

INDUSTRY
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NEW RULES NEEDED

THIS LOOK AT THE FUTURE assumes private industry will be

given a freer hand. Such is possible only if the Atomic Energy Act

is amended.

AEC has already sent a full slate of amendments to the present

McMahon Act to the White House. The majority of the Joint Atomic

Energy Committee agrees with them. There will be bitter battles

over some changes but these, today, seem assured:

— Allow industry to own and/or lease fissionable materials, subject

to AEC rules. No real opposition.

— Let industry build and own nuclear reactors, but subject to Fed-

eral controls. No real opposition.

— Allow industry to develop and own patents and to collect royal-

ties, provided perhaps that tlie Government be given free access

to them for defense

.

— Liberalize personnel security regulations which now threaten

economic industrial operations.

— Let the President decide how mucli information we should ex-

change with other countries.

— Update the Act to take into account development of the hydro-

gen bomb — thermonuclear reactions.
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— Set the basis for regulating sale by Government to industry of

fissionable materials — reactor fuel.

— Set up strict export controls over fissionable inaterials that might

be used elsewhere for bombs.

— Fix the role of the Federal Power Commissioti in the security-

conscious Atomic Age. FPC normally sets power rates; thus,

tnust know the details of plant design, construction, operation,

maintenance and amortization.

Any semblance of subsidy to the private power industry will be

meticulously avoided. Politically, it is too hot.

An entire new Atomic Energy Act may be needed. This possibility

is being considered right now by the White House. The present law

was written when weapons and military security were overriding

factors. Only an occasional — fanciful — thought was given the future

of the atom at peace.

Basic atomic development has been paid for by the public. Thus,

the public should be assured a ma.ximum return on its investment —
more and cheaper power; better health; more and better food; a

whole new range of consumer goods and services. The best guaran-

tee of this is to give U. S. business a fair and unfettered crack at the

atom.
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MAN'S CHOICE
THIS, THEN, IS THE ATOM - its parts, products and power. We
have not touched on it as a weapon. Its destructiveness cannot be

overemphasized.

A careless man or a madman could destroy every vestige of life as

we know it on earth — could bathe this planet in solar fire.

But with care, sanity and vision, man can bring on the millennium

— lift himself from poverty and want . . . and reach out to the stars.

In tapping the fundamental reservoir of energy in Nature, in ac-

quiring this instrument of the Creator of the Universe, Mankind is

for the first time in history in a position to abolish poverty, to do any-

thing mechanical energy permits, to revolutionize every human task

from agriculture to medicine. Only one question remains — can Man
control himself?

Adapted from "Tomorrozv Belongs To The Atom," origi-

nally published as a supplement to the Whaley-Eaton

American Letter, a weekly neivsletter which forecasts and

reports on important developments in the Nation's Capital.

Copyright 1952, Whaley-Eaton Corp.
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